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Conservation Law Foundation (CLF)1 supports LD 1711, which would establish policies that
promote development of solar power throughout Maine, paving the way toward a clean energy
future.
CLF recognizes climate change as the most pressing issue of our time. To decarbonize the
region, CLF has long focused on decreasing reliance on fossil fuels. Reducing carbon pollution
emissions from the electricity generation sector by encouraging investment in solar is a critical
element of this strategy.
I.

CLF Supports LD 1711 Because Today is the Day to Enact Comprehensive Solar
Policy in Maine.

Just this month, a nation-wide solar milestone was reached: the 2 millionth solar installation.2
The country’s second million installations took only three years, with projections that the
industry will double again in half of a decade.3 This rapid investment in solar reflects wide1
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spread recognition of the extensive values proffered, which range from less air pollution and
climate-damaging emissions, to opportunities for job growth, rural development, economic
savings and energy independence.
Yet here in Maine, the state lacks a comprehensive solar policy and has fallen behind the region
and the nation in terms of solar development.4 Maine’s former Governor Paul LePage vetoed
bipartisan solar legislation that would have created market certainty for the industry in each of
the last three legislative sessions.5 Maine’s Public Utilities Commission enacted regulations that
penalized solar panel owners, charging them fees for electricity they generated and consumed
on-site.6 CLF challenged those rules in court and celebrated earlier this session when the
deleterious reimbursement scheme was statutorily prohibited.7
The failure of Maine to invest in our own natural resources means that Mainers are losing out on
good jobs and clean air, all while spending our money on imported fossil fuels with volatile
prices. Maine’s people understand these lost benefits and support policies that would increase the
amount of solar power in the state.8 Maine citizens and businesses have repeatedly been vocal in
their support of solar growth, for instance in the context of the Public Utilities Commission’s
rulemaking to change net energy billing.9
LD 1711 would move Maine forward on solar by expanding access and removing barriers.
Among other things, the bill would improve Maine’s existing net energy billing provisions and
would additionally use competitive markets to ensure cost-effective investment in solar. It would
create certainty in this burgeoning marketplace, and would enable many more people,
businesses, and communities in Maine to avail themselves of the benefits—economic and
otherwise.
***
In short, CLF supports LD 1711 because it will stimulate development of renewable energy in
Maine which is a win-win for people and businesses: it will provide new opportunities for
growth in our rural economies; create good jobs to keep young people in the state; increase
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energy independence; lower electricity rates; reduce climate-damaging emissions; and benefit the
environment, the air we breathe, and the health of our communities.
CLF thanks the committee for this opportunity to present testimony in support of LD 1711, and
urges members to vote Ought to Pass. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or
for further information.
Sincerely,

Emily K. Green
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